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1. QUESTION: Just to verify, limiting the time off an employee can have on leave could be 

viewed as a violation? 

 

ANSWER: Yes, as a blanket rule.  The ADAAA as interpreted by the EEOC precludes this 

because it fails to take into consideration the examination of the individual's particular set of 

circumstances. 

 

 

2. QUESTION:  What if you are not FMLA? 

 

ANSWER: Assuming this question goes to the leave issue, there is no functional difference of 

the requirements of the ADAAA.  Leave, including an extended leave, could be a reasonable 

accommodation depending on all of the circumstances. 

 

 

3. QUESTION: What about a requirement that someone must be employed a certain time period 

(ex: FMLA) and determining eligibility?  What if they are not employed long enough to qualify 

for FMLA? 

 

ANSWER: Unlike FMLA, an employee is not required to be employed for any length of time 

before s/he is eligible for ADAAA protections.  Therefore, an employee who requires a leave for 

a covered disability may be entitled to leave shortly after hire if the leave is reasonable under the 

particular circumstances of the case. 

 

 

4. QUESTION: Regarding a situation where an employee has been on FMLA leave due to 

pregnancy complications: what types of conditions should the employer watch for/consider as 

possible disabilities after the FMLA leave has expired?  

 

ANSWER: Any condition or impairment that would constitute a disability as defined in the 

ADAAA - an example might be disability caused by complications with a C-section, ruptured 

uterus or severe post-partum depression.  

 

 

5. QUESTION: Home-based associates - is the interactive process different, and are the 

employer’s obligations different?  For example: special equipment requests. 

 

ANSWER: Allowing an employee to work from home may be a reasonable accommodation 

depending on the facts and circumstances of the case.  It also may be necessary for the employer 

to provide certain equipment to enable the employee to do the job.  For example, if an employer 

provides employees laptops to do their work, it may need to provide a computer or laptop to a 
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home-based employee unless the company could establish it is an undue hardship - a high 

standard and difficult burden to meet. 

 

6. QUESTION: I understand that allowing an employee to work from home could be an 

accommodation.  What additional obligations could an employer be faced with?  For example: 

equipment at their home. 

 

ANSWER: See the answer to the preceding question. 

 

 

7. QUESTION: Currently, our leaves of absence are not available until after a TM completes 

their 90-day introductory period or 2 years of employment. Should we consider this when 

looking into the timeframes set for these leaves in addition to the specified time frame given 

away from work? 

 

ANSWER: Across-the-board enforcement of this policy could result in a violation of the 

ADAAA.  Each ADA situation would have to be looked at separately under all of the relevant 

facts or circumstances to determine whether the leave would constitute a reasonable 

accommodation.  See also our response to question 3 above. 

 

 

8. QUESTION: Employer offers leave-sharing to employees who have catastrophic health 

conditions. "Catastrophic" has been defined as a medical term up to now. Should that change? 

 

ANSWER: See below, as it appears to be a continuation of this question. 

 

 

9. QUESTION: How will ADAAA impact the definition of "disability", if at all, and will it 

impact eligibility standards? 

 

ANSWER: Keep in mind that the ADAAA creates certain duties and obligations on employers 

that don't otherwise exist for persons without disabilities.  Leave-sharing may well be considered 

as an appropriate and reasonable accommodation under the particular facts and circumstances 

involved.  

 

 

10. QUESTION: Are benefits protected also after 12 weeks of FMLA, or only job protection? 

 

ANSWER: The easy answer is no, but it is not that easy.  Under the particular facts and 

circumstances surrounding the employee's disability, extended leave (unpaid), may be a 

reasonable accommodation of that disability.  Each situation requires individual inquiry and 

analysis. 
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11. QUESTION: After 12 weeks of FMLA expires, is there job protection and benefit 

protection? 

 

ANSWER: See preceding answer. 

 

 

12. QUESTION: What is the employer's obligation to accommodate an individual for access to 

a restroom facility if the building itself is compliant for the specifics of access to the restroom 

facility?  Must the employer "fight" with the building owner to do more for a particular 

employee? 

 

ANSWER: Although our discussion dealt with Title I of the ADAAA and this question really 

deals with Title II issues, we think the answer will depend on a number for factors.  We assume 

from the question that the building bathrooms comply with the ADA construction and 

accessibility standards and that the employee’s issue involves a request beyond what is required 

by those standards.  If this is the case, then the employer should engage in the interactive process 

of discussing the accommodation with the employee to determine exactly what is required and 

may include the building owner in that discussion.  If the costs are not prohibitive, there may 

well be an obligation for the employer and/or the building owner to provide an accommodation. 

 

 

13. QUESTION: Will disabilities related to workers' compensation injuries continue to be 

covered under the ADA?  

 

ANSWER: It doesn't matter how the disability arose.  If it qualifies as a disability under the 

statute, actual, history of, or perceived as, and actions were taken against the employee because 

of such, it would be an ADAAA violation. 

 

 

14. QUESTION: How do you handle their insurance cost and eligibility when they have 

exhausted their paid leave and are now on unpaid leave as an accommodation? 

 

ANSWER: That would depend largely on the language of the benefit policies at issue.  Under 

most situations we can think of, if they were treated the same as other individuals on unpaid 

leave, there would be no obligation under the law to treat them more favorably than the others. 

 

 

15. QUESTION: If an employer has a sick leave and PTO policy that limits the amount of paid 

leave an employee can take, does this need to be eliminated? Or can we offer unpaid leave as a 

reasonable accommodation after their paid leave is exhausted? 
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ANSWER: No, as to the paid leave.  Unpaid leave could be a reasonable accommodation under 

the individual's specific facts and circumstances. 

 

 

16. QUESTION: Can we have the name of the case being referenced?   

 

ANSWER: The case referred to is Wurzl v. Whirlpool Corp., presently pending before the Sixth 

Circuit Court of Appeals.  The focus of our discussion was based on the EEOC's brief in the case 

suggesting that the employee's doctors trumped the medical opinion of the company's medical 

opinion, a very aggressive argument.  If you would like a copy of the brief, please send an email 

to jack.yates@huschblackwell.com and a copy will be forwarded. 

 

 

17. QUESTION: Any recommendations as to when it would be safe to determine when leave 

would become excessive? 

 

ANSWER: Not really, as these are really individual determinations.  A small employer may be 

less able to accommodate extended absences than a large employer with many jobs that are 

largely fungible.  If the leave is indefinite, it might be appropriate to fill the position and leave 

the door open for possible reemployment in the future to positions open and available for which 

the employee may be qualified at that time. 

 

 

18. QUESTION: When FMLA expires, can we establish a fair and consistent timeframe for 

extension of leave, or do we need to evaluate each situation individually? 

 

ANSWER: Evaluate each situation individually. 

 

 

19. QUESTION: If the job description's essential functions are composed of broad-based areas 

of responsibility rather than a list of specific tasks, is that a problem when it comes to 

determining if the employee can do the essential functions of the job?  What if you accompany 

that job description with a job manual that details all the tasks the job is made up of? 

 

ANSWER: This is fine.  However, you may want to include language to the effect that this is 

not an exhaustive list of the duties an employee must perform and/or s/he is expected to perform 

other duties as assigned. 

 

 

20. QUESTION: We have an employee who used FMLA leave for personal health issues, and 2 

days after returning from that leave, suffered an injury at work that put her out of work again.  

Her allowed FMLA time expired March 4, 2011.  She is still unable to return to work unless she 
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is sitting only.  She is a patient care tech and no reasonable accommodation can be made to allow 

her to do her job from a sitting position.  Can we terminate her employment safely? 

 

ANSWER: You must go through the interactive process with her and a reasonable 

accommodation may require an extended leave of absence or transfer to an available position for 

which she is qualified with her impairment, one that seems might be temporary. 

 


